
Acidity of Substituted Phenols
Substitution of the hydroxyl hydrogen atom is even more facile with phenols, which are roughly a million times more acidic than
equivalent alcohols. This phenolic acidity is further enhanced by electron-withdrawing substituents ortho and para to the hydroxyl
group, as displayed in the following diagram. The alcohol cyclohexanol is shown for reference at the top left. It is noteworthy that the
influence of a nitro substituent is over ten times stronger in the para-location than it is meta, despite the fact that the latter position is
closer to the hydroxyl group. Furthermore additional nitro groups have an additive influence if they are positioned in ortho or para
locations. The trinitro compound shown at the lower right is a very strong acid called picric acid.

Why is phenol a much stronger acid than cyclohexanol? To answer this question we must evaluate the manner in which an oxygen
substituent interacts with the benzene ring. As noted in our earlier treatment of electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions, an oxygen
substituent enhances the reactivity of the ring and favors electrophile attack at ortho and para sites. It was proposed that resonance
delocalization of an oxygen non-bonded electron pair into the pi-electron system of the aromatic ring was responsible for this
substituent effect. Formulas illustrating this electron delocalization will be displayed when the "Resonance Structures" button beneath
the previous diagram is clicked. A similar set of resonance structures for the phenolate anion conjugate base appears below the phenol
structures.

The resonance stabilization in these two cases is very different. An important principle of resonance is that charge separation diminishes
the importance of canonical contributors to the resonance hybrid and reduces the overall stabilization. The contributing structures to the
phenol hybrid all suffer charge separation, resulting in very modest stabilization of this compound. On the other hand, the phenolate
anion is already charged, and the canonical contributors act to disperse the charge, resulting in a substantial stabilization of this species.
The conjugate bases of simple alcohols are not stabilized by charge delocalization, so the acidity of these compounds is similar to that of
water. An energy diagram showing the effect of resonance on cyclohexanol and phenol acidities is shown on the right. Since the
resonance stabilization of the phenolate conjugate base is much greater than the stabilization of phenol itself, the acidity of phenol
relative to cyclohexanol is increased. Supporting evidence that the phenolate negative charge is delocalized on the ortho and para
carbons of the benzene ring comes from the influence of electron-withdrawing substituents at those sites.
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